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A

NTITRUST CHALLENGES TO
invitations to collude and other “signaling” communications are increasing. In the last several
years, both U.S. antitrust agencies have launched
extensive investigations and the Federal Trade
Commission has obtained consent decrees in multiple actions
arising from unilateral statements by business executives. The
private bar is close behind, having filed two dozen lawsuits in
just the last year alleging the major airlines have violated the
antitrust laws through signaling.
This article reviews the use of antitrust law to address
conduct that does not necessarily seem at first glance to implicate the antitrust laws. Courts have been disciplined in
refusing to find that a unilateral statement by a competitor,
without more, can provide the basis for an “agreement” under
Sherman Act Section 1. Courts have, almost always, rejected
claims that signaling can support a monopolization claim
under Sherman Act Section 2. And the federal courts have not
substantiated the FTC’s challenge to signaling under FTC Act
Section 5. Despite this questionable statutory authority, the
Department of Justice and FTC continue to pursue this unilateral conduct.
The absence of clear authority, the acknowledged ambiguity of the conduct in question, and the lack of competitive harm suggest the need to consider an alternative to the
current enforcement program. The agencies’ enforcement
approach raises two questions for debate: Is signaling unlawful under the antitrust laws? Should it be?

What Is a Signal?
We define signaling as a firm’s unilateral statement on competitive topics, likely to be heard by a competitor, but without an agreement. Signaling may include invitations to colThe authors are members of the Jones Day Antitrust & Competition Law
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lude or just public statements that do not seek explicit assent.
While the FTC has for at least 30 years taken the position that
signaling is unlawful, the agencies recently have stepped up
enforcement efforts. Antitrust enforcement actions targeted
at signaling conduct historically were limited to “invitations
to collude,” whereby one firm solicits a horizontal competitor to enter into anticompetitive coordination. Recent investigations and enforcement efforts have not been so limited
and have targeted unilateral disclosures of competitive information that could not be characterized as the solicitation of
an agreement. We consider both forms of conduct to be signaling for the purpose of this article.
Signaling is not defined in the antitrust statutes or, given
the limited case law, by the courts. However, one might get
a consensus among antitrust advisors that a signal is defined
as:
(1) a unilateral statement,
(2) likely to be heard by a competitor,
(3) that communicates intended or proposed pricing, output, customer terms, or other dimensions of competition.
Each of these elements is important to distinguish signaling from other types of conduct within the antitrust mainstream. First, a signal is unilateral. Bilateral “signals” between
firms can be analyzed as a potential Section 1 agreement.
Second, a signal must be heard by a competitor for there to be
any potential competitive harm, whether communicated privately (e.g., by telephone or email) or publicly (e.g., investor
presentations). Third, a signal must contain some information
that, when received by a competitor, potentially could lessen
competition between the firms.
This definition of signaling captures all types of unilateral statements that have been challenged by the antitrust agencies and private plaintiffs. For example, a signal can include:
䡲 A private invitation to collude by one competitor to
another via telephone call.1
䡲 A public invitation to coordinate on an earnings call.2
䡲 A complaint about prices to a competitor/distributor.3
䡲 Letters to trade publications regarding future pricing.4
Antitrust enforcers today might challenge any of these
types of signaling conduct, even if unreciprocated. All raise
the same risk that the signal will lead to coordination or will
otherwise facilitate a Section 1 “agreement.” But even among
invitations to collude—seemingly the category of signaling
conduct most likely to give rise to anticompetitive harm—
such communications can also involve legitimate business
communications to customers or investors, even if they might
also be suspected signals to competitors. Therefore, the entire
range of signaling conduct can be analyzed together, even
though there may be qualitative differences between a bare
invitation to raise prices and an analyst discussion on forward-looking production plans.
Potential Antitrust Liability for Signaling
U.S. antitrust enforcers have tried many statutory vehicles to
combat signaling. The DOJ has challenged signaling under
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Sections 1 and 2 of the Sherman Act. The FTC has pursued
signaling under Section 5 of the FTC Act, going beyond the
reach of the Sherman Act. Private plaintiffs have relied on
Sections 1 and 2 to seek damages. We review each statutory
theory below.
Signaling Under Sherman Act § 1. The DOJ most frequently has pursued signaling conduct under Section 1,
which prohibits “[e]very contract, combination . . . or conspiracy” in unreasonable restraint of trade.5 To prove a Section
1 violation, a plaintiff must show the existence of an “agreement” that unreasonably restrains trade and that affects interstate commerce.6 Like any contract, proving a Section 1
“agreement” often requires showing both an “offer” and
“acceptance” by a competitor. In a typical Section 1 signaling case, a plaintiff uses the “signal” as evidence an offer was
made, and then relies upon subsequent statements or conduct
by a competitor to show “acceptance” of the offer.7
A Section 1 challenge to signaling presents two hurdles for
the plaintiff. The first is determining that a public statement
was an actual offer to enter into an anticompetitive agreement. Almost all companies make public statements or
engage in some public chatter that likely is reviewed by competitors, whether at trade association meetings, in investor
presentations, and even through pricing activities. Most
always these statements are part of the company’s legitimate,
ordinary business activities. Companies describe their capabilities to customers, announce price changes, and inform
investors of plans and financial results.8 To prevail on a
Section 1 claim, the plaintiff and later the factfinder must sift
through this overwhelming volume of routine communications to discern a clear “signal” that cannot be reconciled with
legitimate business conduct.
Several courts have dismissed Section 1 claims where the
alleged “signaling” was ambiguous. For example, in Hall v.
United Air Lines, a putative class of travel agent plaintiffs
alleged that several U.S. airlines conspired to cut or eliminate
travel agent commissions through signaling.9 Plaintiffs pointed to a series of trade press articles, trade interviews, and letters to trade publications as signals among airlines to eliminate
commissions. The court rejected the allegation these statements were “signals” sufficient to support a claim under
Section 1, noting the airlines had legitimate purposes for the
communications that were “sufficient to rebut any implication
that the letters were an attempt to communicate with competitors.”10 Without an “offer,” there could be no Section 1
agreement.
The second hurdle for Section 1 plaintiffs is finding evidence of a competitor’s acceptance. If a competitor does not
respond to a signal, there is no Section 1 liability because
there is no “agreement.”11 For example, in United States v.
American Airlines,12 a federal district court rejected the DOJ’s
attempt to hold American Airlines liable under Section 1
for unilateral statements by its then-CEO. In what today
would be labeled an “invitation to collude,” the CEO suggested to his counterpart at Braniff Airlines that both carri8 4
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ers should raise prices by 20 percent. Braniff’s president not
only declined, but reported the conversation to the DOJ. In
the DOJ challenge to this conduct, under both Sections 1
and 2, the district court rejected the Section 1 claim because
Section 1 only prohibits actual agreements among competitors; “it does not reach attempts.” 13
Most signals are less explicit. For example, the Hall plaintiffs alleged “signals” made in news interviews and correspondence with trade publications.14 The DOJ’s ongoing airline
investigation apparently was triggered by executives’ public
statements on “capacity discipline.”15 In such cases, it is hard
to determine with confidence that there was a signal or offer
or to discern whether recipients “accepted” a signaled offer or
just made parallel actions backed by independent business
justifications. As the Supreme Court has recognized, leader/follower behavior and “conscious parallelism” are bona fide competitive interaction and do not alone violate Section 1.16
Showing “acceptance” to a signal requires something more
than similar conduct, it requires showing conduct that cannot
be justified or explained as independent.17
The district court in In re Delta/AirTran Baggage Fee Antitrust Litigation struggled with these problems in deciding
the defendant airlines’ motion to dismiss.18 The putative
class of passenger plaintiffs claimed Delta and AirTran conspired, through public signals on earnings calls and at industry conferences, to implement a first-bag fee and reduce
capacity on routes in and out of Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta
International Airport. While the court declined to dismiss the
plaintiffs’ Section 1 claims, it noted the difficulties these
plaintiffs will face in proving an agreement due to Delta’s
“potentially legitimate and lawful justifications” for imposing a first-bag fee following its merger with Northwest
Airlines, which already had implemented a fee.19 The court
also noted that the airlines may have cut capacity due to the
“uncertain economic climate” in 2008 and not because of any
anticompetitive motivation, which would “provide Defendants a viable defense” to plaintiffs’ claims.20 Thus, even if the
plaintiffs could show a signal, the defendants potentially
could escape liability if they can demonstrate legitimate business justifications for their subsequent behavior.
These two critical issues demonstrate that Section 1 is illsuited for asserting antitrust liability based upon unilateral
signaling conduct. Even if there is an explicit “offer” via signaling conduct, there can be no Section 1 liability if a competitor does not “accept.” Section 1 does not prohibit unilateral behavior, so the unilateral act of sending a signal
cannot itself violate Section 1.
Signaling Under Sherman Act § 2. Plaintiffs and the
antitrust enforcement agencies also have challenged signaling
conduct under Section 2, which prohibits the acquisition and
maintenance of monopoly power by anticompetitive conduct, or the dangerous probability of doing so for an attempted monopolization claim.21 Unlike Section 1, a Section 2
claim does not require a plaintiff to prove an “agreement” to
establish liability.

The DOJ pursued a Section 2 theory for unilateral signaling in the American-Braniff case mentioned above.22 At
the time that American’s CEO made his call to Braniff ’s
CEO, these were the two largest airlines at Dallas/Fort Worth
airport. On the call, American’s CEO suggested that the carriers both raise prices by 20 percent, citing potential entry by
Delta.23
The district court dismissed the DOJ’s Section 2 theory,24
but the Fifth Circuit found the invitation could violate
Section 2.25 The court noted that American and Braniff
jointly had a high share in a market with high entry barriers
and that the two CEOs had the power to implement the proposed price-fixing plan, thus creating a dangerous probability it would have been successful had Braniff agreed.26
Remanded to the district court, the case settled before a
court could determine whether a Section 2 violation actually had occurred.
The American-Braniff case is the exception, for obvious
reasons. First, Section 2 requires that the defendant have at
the time or will gain monopoly power as a result of the conduct at issue (or that there is a dangerous probability the conduct will cause the defendant to acquire monopoly power).27
Few firms actually have a monopoly, so demonstrating
monopoly power is difficult. The allegation that the defendant would have benefited from signaling rivals suggests it in
fact could not control prices or exclude competitors. The failure to establish monopoly power condemns many Section 2
cases.28
To address this problem, plaintiffs sometimes have used a
“shared monopoly” or “joint monopolization” theory, arguing that multiple competitors that collectively possess market
power can be held liable for joint monopolization. This was
the DOJ’s approach in the American-Braniff case. But the vast
majority of courts have rejected “joint monopolization” on the
grounds that collective action is governed by Section 1 and
thus Section 2 is meant only to capture unilateral conduct.29
While the American-Braniff case may technically remain good
law, it is unclear whether even the Fifth Circuit would follow
it today.
Second, even if a court accepted a joint monopolization
theory, a plaintiff would have to show how competitor
signaling resulted in the acquisition or maintenance of
monopoly power. If anything, a monopolist’s raising prices
should invite entry to undercut supracompetitive pricing,
not strengthen the monopoly power. Had Braniff agreed to
increase prices, it is hard to imagine that somehow would
enhance an American-Braniff joint monopoly, much less
exclude rivals.30
These deficiencies, coupled with private plaintiffs’ lack of
success in pursuing Section 2 claims for signaling, suggest
Section 2 is poorly suited to challenge signaling conduct.
In this light, the American-Braniff case is best viewed as a
historical anomaly. Since that decision in 1984, neither the
DOJ nor the FTC has brought a signaling challenge under
Section 2.

The Federal Trade Commission has also challenged
signaling under Section 5 of the FTC Act, which
prohibits “unfair methods of competition.” While the
scope of the FTC Act is subject to debate, the FTC
repeatedly has used Section 5 to address signaling.

Signaling Under FTC Act § 5. The Federal Trade
Commission has also challenged signaling under Section 5 of
the FTC Act, which prohibits “unfair methods of competition.” 31 While the scope of the FTC Act is subject to debate,
the FTC repeatedly has used Section 5 to address signaling.
The FTC first challenged signaling under Section 5 in E.I.
du Pont de Nemours & Co. v. FTC, alleging four chemical
companies each adopted practices to signal pricing to each
other, leading to sales at uniform prices. The FTC alleged the
chemical companies used press releases to announce price
changes, giving greater advance notice of price increases than
required by contract, and employed “most favored nation”
clauses for more pricing uniformity.32 In its administrative
proceedings, the FTC concluded that the cumulative effects
of these practices substantially lessened competition by facilitating “price parallelism” at prices higher than might have
otherwise existed, despite no evidence of tacit or express collusion.33 On appeal, the Second Circuit vacated the FTC’s
order, finding that Section 5 requires at least some “indicia of
oppressiveness,” such as evidence of anticompetitive intent or
the absence of an independent, legitimate business reason for
the conduct.34 As each of the chemical companies provided
legitimate justifications for the alleged signaling and the FTC
otherwise failed to prove collusion, the Second Circuit vacated the FTC’s order.
More recently, the FTC has settled a number of other signaling cases through consent decrees. For example, in Valassis
Communications, the FTC claimed Valassis signaled to its
largest competitor in freestanding newspaper inserts through
quarterly analyst calls. The FTC cited statements by Valassis’s
CEO that it would “submit bids at a level substantially above
current prices,” “seek to retain its current share . . . but not
to encroach upon [its competitor]’s position,” and “monitor
[its competitor]’s response to this overture.” 35 To settle the
FTC charges, Valassis agreed to refrain from similar unilateral, public statements.36
The FTC challenged similar statements in U-Haul International. There, U-Haul’s CEO told analysts that it was
“exercis[ing] price leadership” by raising rates and would
maintain the higher rates so long as its competitor, Budget,
did not respond by price cutting.37 To settle the FTC’s
Section 5 claims, U-Haul also agreed to refrain from colluding or inviting collusion.38 The FTC has settled through conF A L L
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sent decrees a number of other cases alleging direct invitations
to collude in the last few years, including Drug Testing
Compliance Group,39 Step N Grip,40 and Nationwide Barcode.41
Most recently, the FTC challenged a signaling case in
which the “signal” was not as explicit. In Fortiline, a pipe
manufacturer using a dual distribution model complained to
a distributor-competitor after that firm reduced its prices
significantly. Fortiline called the behavior “irrational” and
suggested that the distributor-competitor’s approach would
lower the prices Fortiline could charge.42 The Commission
claimed these communications amounted to signaling in violation of Section 5, though one Commissioner dissented on
the grounds that the alleged “signal” was ambiguous.43
These cases are instructive. First, it is notable that the
FTC has not yet convinced an Article III court that signaling constitutes a Section 5 violation, instead relying on consent decrees. In one of the few cases to consider the reach of
Section 5, the Ninth Circuit in Boise Cascade Corp. v. FTC
held that the FTC must show “either collusion or actual
effect on competition” to support a Section 5 claim.44 The
FTC itself applies the same principle in its enforcement of
Section 5.45 By definition, unilateral signaling does not have
an effect on competition, because it does not result in a
Section 1 agreement. It then is not surprising that the only
court that considered a Section 5 challenge to signaling rejected it.46 Since unilateral signaling is not unlawful under
Sections 1 or 2 of the Sherman Act, there is a real question
whether Congress authorized Section 5 to reach that far.
Second, assuming that signaling conduct can in fact violate Section 5, in each case the FTC still should have to
prove that a particular “signal” did not have independent
business justification.47 For example, the du Pont court rejected the FTC’s Section 5 claim on the grounds that the defendants showed legitimate business reasons, including customer
demand, for each of the challenged practices.48 If a Section 5
signaling case were to be tried, a court would need to balance
any legitimate business justifications for the alleged signaling
against any actual or potential anticompetitive harm that
resulted from the signals. Moreover, a court would need to
analyze whether a signal was purposeful or merely incidental
to a legitimate business conduct, such as communications
with potential investors.
In sum, while the FTC has had success in securing consent
decrees in connection with enforcement challenges brought
under Section 5 of the FTC Act, the federal courts have not
substantiated the FTC’s theory that Section 5 reaches unilateral signaling conduct.
Is Signaling Unlawful? Should It Be?
This review of signaling challenges under Section 1, Section 2,
and Section 5 demonstrates the uncertainty as to whether signaling is unlawful. A unilateral signal lacks the “agreement”
element for a Section 1 violation and lacks the exclusionary
conduct requirement for Section 2. And while the FTC has
challenged unilateral signaling conduct under Section 5, no
8 6
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Article III court has held that Section 5 extends so far beyond
the Sherman Act.
Perhaps the better question is whether unilateral signaling
should be unlawful. Both antitrust agencies have staked a
strong pro-enforcement position by challenging signaling
under all these statutes. And it is a valid policy goal to discourage conduct that could facilitate anticompetitive coordination. On the other hand, conduct that may be labeled
signaling also may be procompetitive. Firms often have legitimate reasons to communicate competitive information:
informing customers about future pricing, disclosing financial details to investors, and interacting with parties with
which it has both a vertical and horizontal relationship.
The difficulty with the current approach, in particular
FTC’s use of Section 5, is that it creates significant uncertainty as to when a unilateral statement may later be seen to
violate the antitrust laws. For example, a company may need
to describe to investors its future plans for improving revenue
or decreasing costs, but too much candor might be seen as
unlawful.49 Likewise, if a firm is contemplating a significant
price increase, notifying customers well in advance may be in
the customers’ best interest, particularly if the customer will
seek to pass on the increase to downstream customers; but the
agencies have challenged instances where too much notice
potentially is anticompetitive.50 And while the FTC has a
string of consent decrees resulting from bare invitations to
collude, even the Commissioners sometimes disagree over
whether a statement is an “invitation” or not.51
Rather than relying on Section 2 or the undefined Section
5 to target signaling conduct, we think enforcers and courts
should analyze signaling exclusively under Section 1: if the
signal results in an anticompetitive agreement, then the signal
may be challenged; otherwise, the unilateral communication
should not be actionable under the antitrust laws. This would
be authorized by the antitrust statutes and would cover the
conduct most likely to be anticompetitive, while providing
clarity and avoiding enforcement actions that potentially
could capture or deter procompetitive business activity. There
are several reasons to think this is preferable to the current
approach.
First, if the conduct goes beyond signaling, where there
is both an invitation to collude and acceptance, then it will
violate Section 1. An agreement proved by direct or circumstantial evidence can support a Section 1 claim.
Second, robust enforcement against Section 1 agreements
should deter competitors from signaling with illegitimate
intent. A signal can suggest to an antitrust agency or private
plaintiff that an unlawful conspiracy has taken place, drawing an investigation. For example, Valassis’s (very public)
earning calls signal that it would not compete for competitor’s customers immediately led to an antitrust investigation
for potential collusion. Similarly, the major airlines today
currently face antitrust risk as they respond to a lengthy
investigation and litigation over “capacity discipline” statements (already in somewhat ambiguous territory). Even if no

“agreement” was actually formed, and therefore no Section 1
case can be brought, the costs and risk offer a significant
deterrent against signaling.
Third, focusing on Section 1 would ensure that signaling
enforcement actions would not chill lawful, procompetitive
conduct. As courts and the agencies have recognized, firms
have legitimate reasons to ensure their investors, customers,
and suppliers are informed. However, the FTC’s aggressive
use of Section 5 has created significant ambiguity as to when
a unilateral statement could be unlawful. Analyzing signaling
solely under Section 1 provides immediate clarity to companies seeking to discuss pricing or other sensitive topics with
third parties.
Fourth, the absence of evidence of assent, explicit or
implicit, suggests there was no coordination, without which
there has been no consumer harm. With only Section 1, bare
invitations to collude would not be unlawful. But that does
not leave consumer harm unremedied. To paraphrase the
Ninth Circuit, “No harm, no foul.” 52
Signaling remains a complicated issue, and firms using
“signals” to communicate competitive intentions should
expect scrutiny and risk antitrust challenge, even where the
plaintiffs must prove an agreement. An enforcement program that did not reach beyond the established authority of
Section 1 would bring benefits of authority, clarity, and focus
only on certainly anticompetitive conduct.䡵
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43 (“The evidence regarding whether Fortiline made an invitation to collude
. . . is ambiguous.”); Dissenting Statement of Commissioner Orson Swindle,
Stone Container Corp., supra note 49 (“I do not believe that the facts
unearthed and presented in the investigation support the allegation that
Stone Container . . . invited its competitors ‘to join a coordinated price
increase.’”).

52

Boise Cascade, 637 F.2d at 582 (“[T]he weight of the case law, as well as
the practices and statements of the Commission, establish the rule that the
Commission must find either collusion or actual effect on competition to
make out a section 5 violation.”). Similarly, in many industries, a public “signal” will duplicate information learned elsewhere. For example, in du Pont,
while the FTC believed that certain press releases and similar conduct
relating to prices constituted signaling, the Second Circuit observed that
“regardless of the practices, competitors learned of each other’s prices anyway within hours.” 729 F.2d. at 142.
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